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About This Content

Taskmasters are helpers who can automate parts of the game. Assign them to click monsters, level Crusaders, or use abilities to
save your precious energy!

Taskmasters can:

 Auto level a Crusader, one click per second. Will purchase upgrades if there are unbought upgrades.

Auto click monsters (yes, this counts for the achievements), if click damage will hit a monster. 5 clicks per second, up to
4 taskmasters can be assigned to click monsters.

3 assigned to clicking monsters will automatically pick up dropped gold and quest items.

4 assigned to clicking monsters will act like pressing the right arrow key to initiate an area transition, immediately on
area completion.

Auto use a specific ability (Firestorm, Storm Rider, etc.)

 Keep auto-progress turned on.

In this pack:
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Taskmaster: Otto von Klick

1 Legendary Catalyst

2 Quantum Leap buffs

2 Onslaught Buffs
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Play Time: 5625 hours.

I only upvote with a precautionary.

Like all the other DLC and microtransactions for this game, you're only buying a little time.
I also feel the pricing is too high for what you're getting.

With that said, the taskmasters can provide some convenience in the form of 1 extra utility auto clicker. There are free scripts
such as NIAutoclicker that do much the same thing.
The extra consumables are not worth paying for since you get them frequently in game, imoho.
2 of 3 Taskmasters can be acquired in-game easy enough. They are purchased with in-game rubies which you gain over time by
completing missions and campaigns.

The Taskmasters will mostly appeal to idle players who like to keep the game running.
Otto Von Click is currently priced at $5.
Most of the other DLC priced at $10.

If your goal is to:
- Support the Devs, then I vote YES.
- If your goal is to get Phat Loot or make significant progress, then I vote NO.
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